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A new era has dawned for the Novak clan. An era in which The Shade has become such a fortress

that threats to the island are no longer possible. They have become protectors; fighters, warriors,

every one a hero.Â Â Witness the Novaks in all their strength and in all their glory. In all their love

and all their friendship.Â Embark on a breathtaking new journey with an exhilarating fresh romance,

while reuniting with all your favorite characters and meeting exciting new ones.A Clan of Novaks is

the beginning of a BRAND NEW adventure that will have you swooning, gushing, and clinging to the

edge of your seat!Don&apos;t miss it! BUY NOW.*Beware of spoilers in the reviews below that are

without spoiler alerts*
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What a great start to a new beginning for the ShadeThe Prologue Hooks you in immediatelyRight

away your taken aback by all the changes (but good changes). You almost have to stop reading

after Chapter 1 to just soak in all the new information youâ€™ve just read.The story line is fantastic.

Such a great adventure for all the Characters in the book. AndI found myself talking out loud to the

characters andI never held my face so much because of shock over things that were happening in



the story.I've never been so attached to a book series in all my life.Thank you Bella for giving me

The Shade

I love how this author writes. I clicked "no sexual content" however, there are elusive comments,

such as "I finally made her mine" used in this series. I have read every book and I truly appreciate

the story line, developed characters and how the author lets you know that two people have moved

onto a more serious part of their relationship (i.e, sex) without spelling it out or using gross

terminology. I wish all authors out there used this sort of restraint. I mean, come on...I'm an adult, I

know how it happens...I don't need a play by play in my books. This author handles this, and so

many other things about writing, brilliantly.I'll also have to give Forrest her props--there are very

rarely ever any typos in these books. I am the type that usually is in the middle of 2-3 different books

at any given moment and that is one of my big pet-peeves. This is especially prevalent in the books

you find in this price point or in  Unlimited, however that is not the case with Bella's work.Thank you

so much Bella for such great imagery, story-lines and attention to detail in providing a quality

product. As long as those continue, I'll be here, always waiting for your next edition!

As always a great read. One heads up you might want to take notes of who's who and what they

are. Or check the Shade of Vampire website. This series has so many characters that we have

grow to care about, That it's sometimes hard to remember who is what (Breed) and now there are

even more to get to know. Love it, Love it, Love it.

A Shade of Novaks is an all new generation of Shade dwellers trying to make the world a better

place. Written in classic Bella Forrest fashion, this new series will recapture readers with new

characters, new surprises, new love, and new tragedy. Come fall in love with The Shade all over

again.

I wasn't sure what to expect with a "new story" of characters, but 24 books in and I should have

known- AMAZING!! I can't wait to learn more about these amazing characters I've already fallen in

love with!! This next chapter of the shade will NOT disappoint!!

this book draws you in from the first page, i found myself drawn into the shade once again, i love

how Bella's writing can draw you into her books, and make the readers feel like they are in the story

with the characters.this next installment, offers to bring you more of the characters that we have all



become to love, but also there are some new characters, and the start of the new Shade. And of

course you are left with Bella's well known cliff hanger at the end!Well done to Bella Forrest again

on another great reading experience, i look forward to the next book in this amazing series.

WOW!!!I loved this newest book of the residents of The Shade, it's fresh and keeps you intrigued. I

believe anyone will be gripped again if they were starting to loose their focus.There are new

characters to meet as well as having the original characters still making their appearances, which I

love that they're not being forgotten, it wouldn't be the same if they were not appearing here and

there.I'm definitely looking forward to finding out the next instalment of the next book will bring.

This is awesome and I love it all the more upon each and every word I read it! New stories new

adventure and when will they actually met a true angel and probably one to live with them? I

wonder... Anyway this is another awesome story with a special werewolf that is uh, Haa very

charming and I love to see how The Shade got together! What would Victoria and Bastien become

in the next story together with The Shade, I'm so excited! And hunters... Really sucked... Lol
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